
Everlasting 
Flexibility
With a philosophy to match its qualities of 
assimilation to its astounding surrounds, 
this remarkable home constitutes the 
seamless integration of outdoor and 
indoor spaces, incorporating an air of 
transparency from all angles.
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From a breathtaking home by Bark Design Architects comes an even more impressive 
outlook. Perched on the edge of the picturesque Glass House Mountains, it inspires an air of 
tranquillity and peace.

With a large and sprawling footprint, the home is surprisingly slim, with a considerable 
amount of transparency. At the same time its grand scale and monumental ‘garden wall’ 
constitute qualities of being robust, anchored and earthbound.

To the rear of the residence, a courtyard sanctuary is created between the refuge of the 
home and the broader natural volcanic landscape. Here, mountain vistas are enjoyed 
through transparent internal spaces, while being protected from the weather and the road 
and also capturing the Northern aspect for winter sun.

Even the constructed elements of the landscape have been created with perfection, from the 
stone wall to the ponds, pool and plantings. 

From within, the lines between outside and in are blurred with an inviting aspect of 
openness and interconnectivity. Areas of transparency and places that connect outward 
all combine to create a home that has a positive impact on the environment, with natural 
cooling, heating and lighting throughout. 

Memorable from the moment you gaze upon its beauty, this home is one that is sure to 
leave a lasting impression.
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Responsive to the land on which it is located, the building’s form and bulk on the escarpment 
appears recessive rather than dominant to the landscape of the ridge.

The design has been carefully considered to engage with existing topography, orientation, views 
and vegetation so as to create a harmony in its surroundings. 

Satisfying the brief, the home is separated into distinct spatial zones, and the feeling of 
pavilions connected around the edges of the main outdoor courtyard space creates a loosely 
connected resort feel within the mountain lodge typology.

Crafter timber joinery and custom made stone work add elements of personalisation and 
inform a culture of fine craft and attention to detail. From almost any angle, this home defines 
assimilation, blending effortlessly into the landscape. 


